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Borel-Moore homology and cap product
operations
Masaki Hanamura
Abstract
We show that, for a simplicial complex, the supported cap product operation on Borel-
Moore homology coincides with the supported cap product on simplicial homology. For
this purpose we introduce the supported cap product for locally finite singular homology,
and compare the cap product on the three homology theories.
In this paper we shall compare the supported cap product operations on the Borel-Moore
homology, locally finite singular homology, and locally finite simplicial homology. We verify
that they agree via the canonical identifications of the three homology theories.
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and denote by H˚pXq “ H˚pX ;Zq its Borel-
Moore homology with Z-coefficients. For Z Ă X closed, the supported cap product for the
Borel-Moore homology is a map
HmpXq bH
p
ZpXq Ñ Hm´ppZq
defined via sheaf theory. When X is equipped with a (sufficiently fine) triangulation such
that Z is a subcomplex, let Hsimp˚ pXq denote the locally finite simplicial homology of X . The
supported cap product for locally finite simplicial homology, Hsimpm pXq bH
p
ZpXq Ñ H
simp
m´p pZq
is induced from the chain level map given by an “Alexander-Whitney” type formula.
In order to compare the two cap product operations, we will produce the supported cap
product map on locally finite singular homology, H lfm pXqbH
p
ZpXq Ñ H
lf
m´ppZq, and then show
the coincidence of the sheaf theoretic and the singular cap product, as well as the coincidence
of the singular cap product and the simplicial cap product. Since singular cap product depends
only on topology, we have in particular the topological invariance of the simplicial supported
cap product (see Theorem (6.5) ). This fact has been used in the literature without proof; see
for example [Bra, section 5].
This paper is organized as follows. In §§1 and 2, we review the definitions of singular
homology, cohomology, Borel-Moore homology, and the sheaf theoretic supported cap product
on Borel-Moore homology. In §3, using sheaf theoretic interpretations of the complexes of
singular chains, we produce a quasi-isomorphism between the complex of locally finite singular
chains and the “dual” of the compactly supported singular cochain complex. In §§4 and 5, we
introduce the cap product operation on locally finite singular homology, and compare it with
the sheaf theoretic cap product; the question becomes simpler when Z “ X , and we treat that
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 55N10; Secondary 55N30, 55N45. Key words: Borel-
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case first in §4. The construction of the supported cap product on singular homology uses ideas
and sheaf theoretic techniques from the Borel-Moore homology theory.
In §6, we compare the simplicial cap product with cap product for singular homology.
The results in §4-6 can be generalized to relative homology HmpX, Y q for a pair pX, Y q of a
space and a closed subspace, as we describe in the first half of §7. In the latter half, we study
the localization isomorphism HmpX, Y q
„
Ñ HmpX ´ Y q for both Borel-Moore and locally finite
singular homology, and verify the compatibility with cap product.
We make the following assumptions on the space: In §1, X is a locally compact Hausdorff
space; in §2, we assume also that X is locally contractible and satisfies the second axiom
of countability. In §3- §5, we further add the assumption that X is of finite cohomological
dimension. In §6, X is a locally finite, countable simplicial complex of finite dimension.
We would like to warmly thank Professor T. Suwa for helpful discussions. A related issue
appears in [HKT], Part II, where the authors consider compactly supported homology (rather
than Borel-Moore homology) for simplicial complexes.
§1. Singular homology and cohomology
For this section we refer the reader to [Ha], [Mu], and [Sp]. Let X be a locally compact
Hausdorff space. We denote by S˚pXq (resp. S
˚pXq) the chain complex (resp. cochain complex)
of singular chains (resp. singular cochains) on X . Recall that SppXq is the free abelian group
on singular p-simplices on X , namely continuous maps from the topological p-simplex ∆p to
X , thus an element of SppXq is a finite Z-linear combination of p-simplices,
ÿ
aσσ ,
where σ is a singular p-simplex and aσ P Z; the boundary map B : SppXq Ñ Sp´1pXq is defined
in the usual manner. One has S˚pXq :“ HompS˚pXq,Zq, and for u P S
ppXq and x P Sp`1pXq,
pduqpxq “ p´1qp`1upBxq. This sign convention differs from the usual one. The homology of
S˚pXq is denoted H
c
˚pXq, and the cohomology of S
˚pXq is denoted H˚pXq.
We also recall that, for a subset A Ă X , there correspond the relative singular chain complex
S˚pX,Aq and the relative singular cochain complex S
˚pX,Aq.
Let S˜˚pXq be the chain complex of locally finite chains on X ; an element of S˜ppXq is a
possibly infinite sum
ř
aσσ with p-simplices σ, which is locally finite. One defines H
lf
˚ pXq to
be the homology of S˜˚pXq.
We define a subcomplex Sˇ˚pXq of S˚pXq by
SˇppXq “ limÝÑS
ppX,X ´Kq .
where K varies over the compact subsets of X . We denote the cohomology of Sˇ˚pXq by H˚c pXq.
There is the cup product map Y : S˚pXqbS˚pXq Ñ S˚pXq given for u P SppXq, v P SqpXq
by
puY vqprv0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vp`qsq “ uprv0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vpsqvprvp, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vp`qsq .
One has dpuY vq “ p´1qqpduqY v` uY pdvq, namely cup product is a map of complexes if the
differential of the tensor product complex is defined by dpu b vq “ p´1qqpduq b v ` u b pdvq
(notice difference from the usual convention).
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The cap product map X : S˚pXq b S
˚pXq Ñ S˚pXq is given as follows. For u P S
ppXq and
σ “ rv0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vms a singular m-simplex, let
σ X u “ upσ1qσ2
where σ1 “ rv0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vps and σ
2 “ rvp, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vms. Cap product safisfies the identity Bpα X uq “
p´1qppBαqXu`αXpduq for α P SmpXq. For α P SmpXq, u P S
ppXq and v P Sm´ppXq, one has
vpα X uq “ pu Y vqpαq. The maps Y and X induce maps on cohomology and homology, also
called cup (cap) product.
§2. Borel-Moore homology and sheaf theoretic cap product
The references for the Borel-Moore homology include [BM], [Br] and [I]; we will use [Br] as
our main reference. In this section, we assume:
(*) X is a locally compact Hausdorff topological space, which satisfies the second
axiom of countability, and which is locally contractible.
For example a locally finite, countable CW complex satisfies this condition. We note and use
the following facts:
‚ A space X satisfying (*) is paracompact.
‚ An open set of X also satisfies (*). A closed subset of X satisfies all the conditions of
(*) except the local contractibility.
The assignment U ÞÑ SppUq, where SppUq is the group of singular p-cochains on U , gives
a presheaf on X , and let Sp be the associated sheaf. Thus we have the differential sheaf S˚,
called the singular cochain sheaf on X ([Br- Chap. I, §7]).
One has an exact sequence
0Ñ Sp
0
pUq Ñ SppUq
θ
´´ Ñ´ΓpU, Spq Ñ 0
where θ is the canonical map, and Sp
0
pUq is the kernel of θ; Sp
0
pUq is the complex of singu-
lar cochains on U that are locally zero. The subcomplex S˚
0
pUq is acyclic, so θ is a quasi-
isomorphism.
(2.1) Proposition. S˚ is a resolution of Z on X by flabby sheaves.
Proof. The flabbiness follows from the surjectivity of θ and the surjectivity of the restriction
maps SppXq Ñ SppUq. The exactness of 0 Ñ Z Ñ S˚ follows from [Br-I-(1.2)], since X is
assumed locally contractible (indeed the weaker condition HLC8Z will suffice.)
For a complex K‚ of abelian groups, its dual DpK‚q is defined by
DpK‚q “ HompK‚, I‚q ,
where I‚ is the complex rQÑ Q{Zs concentrated in degrees 0 and 1. For f P HompK‚, I‚q and
x P K‚, df is defined by the formula
pdfqpxq “ p´1q|f |`1fpdxq ` dpfpxqq
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(where |f | denotes the degree of f). Note that I‚ is an injective resolution of Z, and DpK‚q “
RHompK‚,Zq in the derived category of abelian groups. The functor D is exact, and takes
quasi-isomorphisms to quasi-isomorphisms. If K‚ is a complex of free Z-modules, then the
natural map HompK‚,Zq Ñ DpK‚q is a quasi-isomorphism.
If L˚ is a complex of c-soft sheaves on X , its dual DpL˚q is the complex of flabby sheaves
given by
U ÞÑ HompΓcpU,L
˚q, I‚q “ DΓcpU,L
˚q ,
see [Br-V, §2].
Recall from [Br-V, §3] that the Borel-Moore homology of X (assumed only locally compact
Hausdorff) is defined as
HppX ;Zq “ HppXq “ HpΓpX,DpI
˚qq ,
in which I˚ is the canonical injective resolution of Z, and DpI˚q is the dual of I˚. One should
distinguish it from homology with compact support HcppX ;Zq.
Now for our X , since S˚ is a flabby resolution of Z (in particular a c-soft resolution of Z)
one has by [Br, p. 293, (10)]
HppX ;Zq “ HpΓpX,DpS
˚qq ,
namely the Borel-Moore homology can be calculated using S˚.
One has the product map S˚ b S˚ Ñ S˚, that is induced from the cup product of singular
cochains, and it is compatible with augmentations. Thus according to [Br-V-(10.3)]) one can
use it to produce a map of differential sheaves (cap product at the sheaf level)
X : DpS˚q b S˚ Ñ DpS˚q ,
where f X s is given by ă f X s, t ą“ p´1q|f |¨|s| ă f, t Y s ą. (The value of a functional f at
x will be written ă f, x ą. ) The change of sign p´1q|f |¨|s| is introduced here, so that no sign
change needs to be introduced in §4. One verifies the identity
dpf X sq “ p´1q|s|pdfq X s` f X pdsq .
For Z a locally contractible closed subset of X , one has the induced map on sections
X : ΓpX,DpS˚qq b ΓZpX, S
˚q Ñ ΓZpX,DpS
˚qq “ ΓpZ,DpS˚|Zqq .
The last equality holds by [Br-V-(5.5)], which says that for L a c-soft sheaf on X and Z a
closed set,
ΓΦpX,DpLqq “ ΓΦ|ZpX,DpL|Zqq
for any family of supports Φ on X ; take Φ “ clcX (all the closed sets of X) and L “ S
˚.
The complex S˚|Z being a c-soft resolution of Z on Z, it serves to calculate the Borel-Moore
homology of Z. Passing to homology we obtain a map
X : HmpXq bH
p
ZpXq Ñ Hm´ppZq ,
called the sheaf theoretic supported cap product.
§3. The sheaf S˚ and the complex of locally finite singular chains.
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For the rest of the paper (indeed starting with (3.9)), we add another condition to (*) and
assume that
(**) X is a locally compact Hausdorff topological space which satisfies the second
axiom of countability, which is locally contractible, and dimZX ă 8. (See [Br, II-§16] for the
notion of cohomological dimension.)
For example a locally finite countable CW complex of finite dimension satisfies these conditions.
If X satisfies (**), then an open set of X also satisfies (**), and a locally contractible closed
set A of X also satisfies (**) (see [Br, II-(16.8)] for dimension of subspaces).
The complex SX,˚. We recall from [Br] the definition and properties of the complexes of
sheaves ∆X,˚ and SX,˚.
1. Consider the presheaf U ÞÑ SppX,X´Uq on X , and let ∆X,p be the associated sheaf. For
any paracompactifying family of supports Φ, ΓΦpX,∆X,pq coincides with the group of locally
finite singular chains with support in Φ; indeed by [Br, p.31, Exercise 12] ∆X,p is a monopresheaf
and conjunctive for coverings of X , so that [Br-I-(6.2)] applies. Since X is paracompact, we
may take Φ “ cld (the family of all closed sets of X) and since X is locally compact we may
take Φ “ c.
2. Let SppXq “ limÝÑAn, where An “ SppXq for each n ě 1, and the map An Ñ An`1 is the
subdivision map. There is a natural injection S˚pXq Ñ S˚pXq, which is a quasi-isomorphism.
For A Ă X , one defines S˚pX,Aq “ S˚pXq{S˚pAq. The assignment U ÞÑ SppUq, where U is
an open set of X , is a flabby cosheaf on X(see [Br-V, §1]).
In general, if L is a c-soft sheaf on X , then we denote by ΓctLu the flabby cosheaf U ÞÑ
ΓcpU,Lq (cf. [Br-V-(1.6)]). Conversely it is known that a flabby cosheaf L is of the form ΓctLu
for a unique c-soft sheaf L, [Br-V-(1.8)]
To the flabby cosheaf SppUq there corresponds a c-soft sheaf SX,p, thus we have SppUq “
ΓcpU, SX,pq. From the proof of this correspondence, SX,p is the sheaf associated with the presheaf
U ÞÑ SppX,X ´ Uq.
3. One has a natural injection ∆X,p Ñ SX,p, induced from the injection SppX,X ´ Uq ãÑ
SppX,X ´ Uq. For any paracompactifying family of supports Φ, the induced map
ΓΦpX,∆X,˚q ãÑ ΓΦpX, SX,˚q
is a quasi-isomorphism (cf. [Br-V-(1.19)]). In particular, we have quasi-isomorphisms
S˜˚pXq “ ΓpX,∆X,˚q ãÑ ΓpX, SX,˚q
and
S˚pXq “ ΓcpX,∆X,˚q ãÑ ΓcpX, SX,˚q .
4. The formation of the sheaf SX,p is compatible with restriction to open sets, in the
following sense. Let SU,p be the sheaf on U associated with the presheaf V ÞÑ SppU, U ´ V q.
The natural injection SppU, U ´ V q ãÑ SppX,X ´ V q, for V Ă U open, induces a map of
sheaves SU,p Ñ SX,p|U . Since both sheaves are c-soft, and the induced map on each open set
ΓcpV, SU,pq Ñ ΓcpV, SX,p|Uq
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can be identified with the identity map on SppV q, it follows that the map SU,p Ñ SX,p|U is
an isomorphism. Because of this fact, we will usually write Sp for SX,p or SU,p. Composing
the quasi-isomorphism S˜˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, SU,˚q with the isomorphism ΓpU, SU,˚q – ΓpU, SX,˚q,
we obtain a quasi-isomorphism S˜˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, SX,˚q. Similarly we have a quasi-isomorphism
S˚pUq ãÑ ΓcpU, SX,˚q.
Dual complexes of S˜˚pXq. We introduce duals and double duals of the complex S˜˚pXq;
instead of naive duals, we pass to a direct family of complexes, and then proceed to take duals.
For an open set U of X , and a compact K Ă U , one has a complex S˚pU, U ´ Kq. For
K Ă K 1, there is an induced surjective map S˚pU, U ´ K
1q Ñ S˚pU, U ´ Kq, so one has an
inverse system of complexes tS˚pU, U ´Kqu, where K varies over CptpUq, the directed set of
compact subsets of U . One has S˜˚pUq “ limÐÝKPCptpUq S˚pU, U ´Kq, as is easily verified. Taking
the dual, we have a direct system of complexes tDS˚pU, U ´Kqu, and we let
}DS˚pUq :“ limÝÑ
KPCptpUq
DS˚pU, U ´Kq .
The natural inclusion S˚pU, U´Kq ãÑ DpS˚pU, U´Kq q induces an injection Sˇ
˚pUq ãÑ}DS˚pUq.
Taking another dual, one has an inverse system tDDS˚pU, U ´Kqu, and
ČDDS˚pUq :“ limÐÝ
KPCptpUq
DDS˚pU, U ´Kq .
(3.1) Proposition. Let S˚ “ SX,˚ and let U be an open set of X. We have maps of complexes,
each of them being a quasi-isomorphism,
S˜˚pUq
Θ
ãÑ ΓpU, S˚q , p1q
S˚pUq
Θ
ãÑ ΓcpU, S˚q , p1qc
S˚pUq ãÑ DS˚pUq
Θ1
և ΓpU,DpS˚q q , p2q
Sˇ˚pUq ãÑ }DS˚pUq Θ
1
և ΓcpU,DpS˚q q , p2qc
DpSˇ˚pUqq և ČDDS˚pUq Θ2ãÑ ΓpU,DDpS˚q q . p3q
Proof. As already noted, we have a map
Θ : S˜˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, SU,˚q “ ΓpU, SX,˚q
which is a quasi-isomorphism, verifying (1). We argue similarly for p1qc.
From p1qc, we have induced maps
S˚pUq ãÑ DS˚pUq
Θ1
և DΓcpU, S˚q “ ΓpU,DpS˚q q
with both arrows quasi-isomorphisms (note that S˚pUq is free, so the first map is a quasi-
isomorphism); this is (2).
For K P CptpUq, the quasi-isomorphism
Θ : S˚pU, U ´Kq ãÑ ΓcpU, S˚q{ΓcpU ´K, S˚q
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induces quasi-isomorphisms
S˚pU, U ´Kq ãÑ DS˚pU, U ´Kq
Θ1
և DpΓcpU, S˚q{ΓcpU ´K, S˚qq “ ΓKpU,DpS˚q q
and by taking direct limit, we obtain quasi-isomorphisms
Sˇ˚pUq ãÑ}DS˚pUq Θ
1
և ΓcpU,DpS˚q q ,
giving p2qc.
(3) follows from p2qc by taking dual, since ΓpU,DDpS˚q q “ DΓcpU,DpS˚q q andDp}DS˚pUqq “ČDDS˚pUq.
To relate the map (1) to the map (3) in Proposition (3.9), we introduce a few maps related
to duality.
1. For a complex of abelian groups K, let d : K Ñ DDpKq be the map of complexes which
sends x P K to the element xˆ P DDpKq given by
ă xˆ, f ą“ p´1q|x|¨|f | ă f, x ą, f P DpKq .
Here |x|, for example, denotes the degree of x.
In particular, applying this to the complex S˚pU, U´Kq one has the map d : S˚pU, U´Kq Ñ
DDS˚pU, U ´Kq. Passing to the inverse limit for K P CptpUq, we obtain a map
d : S˜˚pUq ÑČDDS˚pUq
which takes α “ pαKq to dpαq “ pxαKq.
2. For L˚ a bounded below complex of c-soft sheaves, one has a canonical map
d : L˚ Ñ DDpL˚q
defined as follows. Let x P ΓpU,Lpq, and we shall define its image xˆ P ΓpU,DDpLpq q “
DΓcpU,DpLpq q. Take an element f P ΓcpU,DpLpq q, and which may be viewed as an element
of a larger group ΓpU,DpLpq q “ DΓcpU,Lpq. Let |F | “ K, choose x1 P ΓcpU,Lpq such that
x|K “ x1|K P ΓpK,Lpq, and set
ă xˆ, f ą“ p´1q|f |¨|x| ă f, x1 ą .
3. Let ξ : S˜˚pUq Ñ HompSˇ
˚pUq,Zq Ă DSˇ˚pUq be the map defined as follows. Let α P
S˜mpUq. For u P Sˇ
mpUq, let K P CptpUq such that u P SmpU, U ´Kq, write α “ α1 ` α2 with
α1 P SmpUq, α
2 P S˜mpU ´Kq, and define ξpαq P HompSˇ
mpUq,Zq by
ă ξpαq, u ą“ p´1qm ă u, α1 ą .
This is well-defined independent of the choice of K and the decomposition of α, and gives a
map of complexes.
One verifies that the composition of the maps d : S˜˚pUq ÑČDDS˚pUq andČDDS˚pUq Ñ
DpSˇ˚pUqq coincides with ξ.
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For the proof of (3.9), we need theorems (3.5)-(3.7), essentially from [Br]. The corresponding
statements in [Br] are somewhat different, due partly to the emphasis on cosheaves (rather than
c-soft sheaves) and to the generality on assumptions. We shall therefore recall some notions
and results from [Br] (in terms of c-soft sheaves, when possible), and give comments on the
statement and the proof of (3.5).
For the definitions of precosheaves, cosheaves, and local isomorphism of precosheaves, see
[Br-V, §1 and §12]. We begin here with the definition of resolutions and coresolutions of the
constant sheaf Z on X .
(3.2) Definition.([Br-V-(12.5)]) Let L˚ be a bounded below complex of sheaves on X and
ǫ : Z Ñ H0pL˚q be a homomorphism of presheaves, where H0pL˚q is the presheaf U ÞÑ
H0pL˚pUqq. We say that pL˚, ǫq is a quasi-resolution of Z if HppL˚q “ 0 for p ‰ 0 and ǫ
induces an isomorphism of sheaves ǫ : Z Ñ H0pL˚q. Here HppL˚q denotes the sheafication of
the presheaf HppL˚q.
Let L˚ be bounded below complex of cosheaves and η : H0pL˚q Ñ Z be a homomorphism
of precosheaves, where H0pL˚q is the precosheaf U ÞÑ H0pL˚pUqq. Then pL˚, ηq is said to be a
quasi-coresolution of Z if HppL˚q “ 0 for p ă 0, HppL˚q “ 0 is locally zero for p ą 0, and η is a
local isomorphism of precosheaves.
Indeed in [Br] more general notions of quasi-n-resolution of Z and quasi-n-coresolution of
Z are introduced; we have restricted ourselves to the case n “ 8. We cite below some results
from [Br-V]; these theorems are formulated for quasi-n-resolutions and quasi-n-coresolutions,
but we again take n “ 8. Recall the notation ΓctLu for the cosheaf associated with a c-soft
sheaf L.
(3.3) Theorem.([Br-V-(12.7)]) Let L˚ be a bounded below complex of c-soft sheaves such that
ΓctL˚u is a quasi-coresolution of Z. Then X is clc
8
Z and DpL˚q is a quasi-resolution of Z by
flabby sheaves.
(3.4) Theorem.([Br-V-(12.9)]) Suppose that X is clc8Z . If L
˚ is a c-soft quasi-resolution of
Z, then the complex of cosheaves ΓctDpL
˚qu is a quasi-coresolution of Z.
For the notion of cohomological local connectivity clc8Z , see [Br-II, §17] (although its knowl-
edge is not needed in what follows). The proof of the following uses (3.3) and (3.4).
(3.5) Theorem.([Br-V-(12.11) and its proof]) If L˚ is a bounded below complex of c-soft
sheaves such that ΓctL˚u is a quasi-coresolution of Z, then the canonical map
d : L˚ Ñ DDpL˚q
induces a quasi-isomorphism
ΓcpU,L˚q Ñ ΓcpU,DDpL˚q q
for each open set U of X.
Proof. This is essentially in [Br-V-(12.11)]. By (3.3), X is clc8Z and DpL˚q is a quasi-resolution
of Z by flabby sheaves. Then by (3.4), ΓctDDpL
˚qu is a quasi-coresolution of Z. The map
d : L˚ Ñ DDpL˚q is augmentation preserving. It is proven in [Br-V-(12.11)] that the induced
map ΓcpU,L˚q Ñ ΓcpU,DDpL˚q q is a quasi-isomorphism.
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In the following theorem we use the notion of cohomological dimension dimZX as given in
[Br-II, §16].
(3.6) Theorem.([Br-V-(12.19)]) Let h : A˚ Ñ B˚ be a map of complexes of c-soft sheaves on
X, and assume it induces a quasi-isomorphism
h : ΓcpU,A˚q Ñ ΓcpU,B˚q
for each open U . If Φ paracompactifying and dimZX ă 8, then for each U the induced map
h : ΓΦpU,A˚q Ñ ΓΦpU,B˚q
is a quasi-isomorphism.
The next theorem tells us that a quasi-resolution arises from the complex S˚.
(3.7) Theorem.([Br-V-(12.14)]) If X is HLC8Z (for example locally contractible), then S˚ “
ΓctS˚u is a quasi-coresolution of Z.
The proof is straightforward from the definitions. Note that our space X is locally con-
tractible by assumption and thus HLC8Z , therefore ΓctS˚u is a quasi-coresolution of Z by (3.7).
We shall need an alternative description of the map Θ : S˜˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, SX,˚q. In general,
for a c-soft sheaf L on X , and an open set U , consider the inverse system of abelian groups
ΓcpU,Lq{ΓcpU ´K,Lq indexed by K P CptpUq. We claim that there is a natural map to this
inverse system
ΓpU,Lq Ñ tΓcpU,Lq{ΓcpU ´K,LquK .
Indeed, for each s P ΓpU,Lq, there is a decomposition s “ s1 ` s2 where s1 P ΓcpU,Lq and
s2 P ΓpU,Lq with |s2| Ă U ´ K. (The restriction map ΓcpU,Lq Ñ ΓpK,L|Kq is surjective
since L|U is c-soft, so one can take s
1 P ΓcpU,Lq such that s
1|K “ s|K .) The desired map
ΓpU,Lq Ñ ΓcpU,Lq{ΓcpU ´K,Lq is given by s ÞÑ s¯1. One shows easily:
(3.8) Proposition. The above map induces an isomorphism to the inverse limit
ΓpU,Lq
„
Ñ limÐÝpΓcpU,Lq{ΓcpU ´K,Lq q .
Going back to our situation, the map of complexes S˚pUq Ñ ΓcpU, SX,˚q induces a map of
inverse systems of complexes S˚pU, U ´Kq Ñ ΓcpU, SX,˚q{ΓcpU ´K, SX,˚q, and taking inverse
limit we obtain the map S˜˚pUq ãÑ ΓpU, SX,˚q.
(3.9) Proposition. The following diagram commutes:
S˜˚pUq
Θ
´´ Ñ´ ΓpU, S˚q
ξÖ
§§đd
§§đd
DpSˇ˚pUqq Ð´ ´´ ČDDS˚pUq Θ2´´ Ñ´ ΓpU,DDpS˚q q .
If we further assume dimZX ă 8, the maps in the above commutative diagram are all quasi-
isomorphisms.
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Proof. We already know the commutativity of the left triangle. For K P CptpUq we have a
commutative diagram
S˚pU, U ´Kq
Θ
´´ Ñ´ ΓcpU, S˚q{ΓcpU ´K, S˚q§§đd
§§đd
DDpS˚pU, U ´Kq q
Θ2
´´ Ñ´ DDpΓcpU, S˚q{ΓcpU ´K, S˚q q .
Passing to the inverse limit, and using the second description of Θ, we obtain the commutativity
of the right square in the diagram in question.
We already know from (3.1), that the maps Θ, Θ2 and ČDDS˚ Ñ DpSˇ˚q are are quasi-
isomorphisms. By (3.5), the map S˚ Ñ DDpS˚q induces a quasi-isomorphism on ΓcpU,´q for
each open set U . Thus by (3.6), the map
d : ΓpU, S˚q Ñ ΓpU,DDpS˚q q
is a quasi-isomorphism for each U . Since the diagram commutes it follows that the d in the
middle, and consequently ξ also, are quasi-isomorphisms.
§4. Comparison of the cap product in sheaf and singular theories
We shall compare the sheaf theoretic cap product and the singular cap product (in case
Z “ X); the latter is defined as follows. Let
X : S˜˚pXq b S
˚pXq Ñ S˜˚pXq
be the map which sends α b u P S˜mpXq b S
ppXq with α “
ř
aσσ P S˜mpXq, u P S
ppXq to
α X u “
ÿ
aσpσ X uq
(here σ X u is as defined in §1). For a closed element u P SppXq, we obtain a map
p´q X u : S˜˚pXq Ñ S˜˚´ppXq ,
and one has Bpα X uq “ p´1qppBαq X u, namely it is a map of complexes. For this recall that
the shift Kr1s of a complex of abelian groups pK; dq is defined by pKr1sqi “ Ki`1 and with
differential ´d, thus the complex S˜˚´ppXq has boundary map p´1q
pB. The induced map on
homology
H lfm pXq Ñ H
lf
m´ppXq
depends only on the cohomology class rus P HppXq, denoted by p´q X rus.
The element θpuq P ΓpX, Spq and the cap product map ΓpX,DpS˚qqbΓpX, S˚q Ñ ΓpX,DpS˚qq
(see §2; take Z “ X) induces the map Xθpuq : ΓpX,DpS˚qq Ñ ΓpX,DpS˚´pqq.
In this section we shall construct an isomorphism in the derived category of abelian groups
ΓpX,DpS˚qq
„
Ñ S˜˚pXq
such that the following diagram in the derived category commutes,
ΓpX,DpS˚qq
Xθpuq
´´ Ñ´ ΓpX,DpS˚´pqq§§đ–
§§đ–
S˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppXq .
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This will be achieved by introducing an intermediate complex DpSˇ˚pXqq and an intermediate
map Xu : DpSˇ˚pXqq Ñ DpSˇ˚´ppXqq.
Let SpcptpXq Ă S
ppXq be the subgroup of cochains u such that θpuq P ΓpX, Spq has compact
support (equivalently, such that there exists a compact set K of U and an open covering tUαu
of X ´K such that u|Uα “ 0 for each α). By [Br-I-(6.2)], there exists an exact sequence
0Ñ Sp0pXq Ñ S
p
cptpXq
θ
´´ Ñ´ΓcpX, S
pq Ñ 0 ,
with Sp0pXq the group as in §2. Since S
˚
0
pXq is acyclic, θ : S˚cptpXq Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q is a quasi-
isomorphism. Obviously one has SˇppXq Ă SpcptpXq.
(4.1) Proposition. The inclusion Sˇ˚pXq ãÑ S˚cptpXq is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Letting Sˇp0pXq “ S
p
0pXq X S
p
cptpXq, we have a commutative square of inclusions of
complexes
S˚
0
pXq ãÑ S˚cptpXqİ§§
İ§§
Sˇ˚
0
pXq ãÑ Sˇ˚pXq .
One has S˚cptpXq “ S
˚
0
pXq ` Sˇ˚pXq. Indeed, for u P SpcptpXq, let K “ |θpuq|, and take
a compact neighborhood K 1 of K. Let u1 P SˇppXq be the element given by u1pσq “ upσq if
|σ| Ă
˝
K 1, and u1pσq “ 0 otherwise. Then u´ u1 P Sp0pXq, since pu´ u
1qpσq “ 0 if |σ| Ă
˝
K 1.
Consequently, S˚
0
pXq{Sˇ˚
0
pXq – S˚cptpXq{Sˇ
˚pXq. As we already know that S˚
0
pXq is acyclic,
it is enough to show that Sˇ˚0 pXq is also acyclic.
The proof of acyclicity of Sˇ˚
0
pXq is similar to that for S˚
0
pXq. For any open covering U of X ,
the inclusion of the U-based singular chains SU˚ pXq in S˚pXq is a quasi-isomorphism (excision
theorem); thus its dual S˚pXq ։ S˚
U
pXq is also a quasi-isomorphism, so its kernel K˚
U
is an
acyclic complex.
Generalizing this, if A is a subset of X , the inclusion SU˚ pX,Aq ãÑ S˚pX,Aq is a quasi-
isomorphism, so its dual S˚pX,Aq ։ S˚
U
pX,Aq is also a quasi-isomorphism, and its kernel
K˚
U
pX,Aq is an acyclic complex. Taking A “ X´K with K P CptpXq and taking the limit, we
have that the map Sˇ˚pXq։ Sˇ˚
U
pXq is a surjective quasi-isomorphism. Hence its kernel Kˇ˚
U
pXq
is acyclic, and its limit Sˇ˚
0
pXq “ limÝÑU Kˇ
˚
U
pXq is also acyclic.
Writing θ for the composition of the maps Sˇ˚pXq ãÑ S˚cptpXq
θ
´´ Ñ´ΓcpX, S
˚q, we have thus:
(4.2) Proposition. The map θ : Sˇ˚pXq Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus its dual
θ1 : ΓpX,DpS˚qq “ DΓcpX, S
˚q Ñ DpSˇ˚pXqq
is also a quasi-isomorphism.
From the quasi-isomorphisms
ΓpX,DpS˚qq
θ1
´´ Ñ´DSˇ˚pXq
ξ
Ð´ ´´ S˜˚pXq
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we obtain an isomorphism in the derived category ΓpX,DpS˚qq
„
Ñ S˜˚pXq. The quasi-isomorphisms
induce isomorphisms on homology,
HmpXq
θ1
´´ Ñ´HmpDSˇ
˚pXqq
ξ
Ð´ ´´ H lfm pXq ,
via which we identify HmpXq “ H
lf
m pXq.
We examine compatibility of these maps with cap product. The cup product Y : Sˇ˚pXq b
S˚pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pXq induces a map
X : DSˇ˚pXq b S˚pXq Ñ DSˇ˚pXq
given for f P DSˇ˚pXq and u P S˚pXq by
ă f X u, v ą“ p´1q|f |¨|u| ă f, uY v ą .
It is verified that cap product X is a map of complexes. The map ξ is compatible with cap
product:
(4.3) Proposition. We have
ξpαq X u “ ξpαX uq ,
namely the following square commutes:
DSˇ˚pXq b S˚pXq
X
´´ Ñ´ DSˇ˚pXqİ§§ξb1
İ§§ξ
S˜˚pXq b S
˚pXq
X
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚pXq .
Proof. For α P S˜mpXq, u P S
ppXq and v P Sm´ppXq, we have (with α “ α1 ` α2 as in §3)
ă ξpαX uq, v ą“ p´1qm´p ă v, α1 X u ą“ p´1qm´p ă uY v, α1 ą
by the definition of ξ in §3 and by the identity ă v, α1 X u ą“ă uY v, α1 ą from §1. Also,
ă ξpαq X u, v ą“ p´1qmp ă ξpαq, v Y u ą“ p´1qmpp´1qm ă v Y u, α1 ą .
Since uY v “ p´1qppm´pqv Y u it follows that ξpαX uq “ ξpαq X u.
For u P SppXq closed, we have a map of complexes
p´q X u : DSˇ˚pXq Ñ DSˇ˚´ppXq ;
the induced map on homology depends only on the class rus, and thus written p´q X rus :
HmpDSˇ
˚pXqq Ñ Hm´ppDSˇ
˚pXqq. The following square commutes:
DSˇ˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DSˇ˚´ppXqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
S˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppXq .
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The map θ1 : ΓpX,DpS˚qq Ñ DSˇ˚pXq is also compatible with cap product, namely the
following square commutes:
ΓpX,DpS˚qq
Xθpuq
´´ Ñ´ ΓpX,DpS˚´pqq§§đθ1
§§đθ1
DSˇ˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DSˇ˚´ppXq .
This follows from the compatibility of θ with cup product, namely the commutativity of the
following diagram:
ΓcpX, S
˚q b ΓpX, S˚q
Y
´´ Ñ´ ΓcpX, S
˚qİ§§θbθ
İ§§θ
Sˇ˚pXq b S˚pXq
Y
´´ Ñ´ Sˇ˚pXq .
We have thus shown:
(4.4) Theorem. For a closed element u P SppXq, there is a commutative diagram of com-
plexes,
ΓpX,DpS˚qq
Xθpuq
´´ Ñ´ ΓpX,DpS˚´pqq§§đθ1
§§đθ1
DSˇ˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DSˇ˚´ppXqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
S˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppXq .
Hence the induced diagram on homology commutes:
HmpXq
Xrθpuqs
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppXq§§đθ1
§§đθ1
HmpDSˇ
˚pXqq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppDSˇ
˚pXqqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
H lfm pXq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppXq .
Thus the sheaf theoretic cap product and the singular cap product agree via the isomorphism
HmpXq “ H
lf
m pXq.
§5. Comparison of the supported cap product in sheaf and singular theories
The complex Sˇ˚pUqX . The complex Sˇ
˚pXq is not covariantly functorial for inclusions of
open sets; but there is functoriality in the derived category.
For an open set U of X , let CptpUq denote the set of compact sets K Ă U , and let
SˇppUqX “ limÝÑ
KPCptpUq
SppX,X ´Kq Ă SˇppXq ,
so one has a subcomplex Sˇ˚pUqX Ă Sˇ
˚pXq. For each K, the surjection S˚pX,X ´ Kq Ñ
S˚pU, U ´ Kq is a quasi-isomorphism by the excision theorem, so the induced surjection
Sˇ˚pUqX Ñ Sˇ
˚pUq is also a quasi-isomorphism. If V Ă U , then we have Sˇ˚pV qX Ă Sˇ
˚pUqX .
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Let Z be a locally contractible closed subset of X . Set U “ X ´ Z. We define the
complex Sˇ˚pX,Uq to be Sˇ˚pXq{Sˇ˚pUqX . The restriction map Sˇ
˚pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pZq induces a map
Sˇ˚pX,Uq Ñ Sˇ˚pZq.
(5.1) Proposition. The map Sˇ˚pX,Uq Ñ Sˇ˚pZq is a quasi-isomorphism. We also have a
commutative square of complexes
Sˇ˚pX,Uq ´´ Ñ´ Sˇ˚pZq§§đθ
§§đθ
ΓcpZ, S
˚q{ΓcpU, S
˚q ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpZ, S
˚
Zq
with S˚Z be the singular cochain complex on Z, where all maps are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. In the commutative diagram of complexes
0Ñ Sˇ˚pUqX ´´ Ñ´ Sˇ
˚pXq ´´ Ñ´ Sˇ˚pX,Uq Ñ 0§§đθ
§§đθ
§§đθ
0Ñ ΓcpU, S
˚q ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpX, S
˚q ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpZ, S
˚|Zq Ñ 0
the lower sequence is exact since S˚ is flabby, hence c-soft. Since the first two vertical maps θ
are quasi-isomorphisms, so is the third. We consider the commutative diagram of complexes
Sˇ˚pX,Uq ´´ Ñ´ Sˇ˚pZq§§đθ
§§đθ
ΓcpZ, S
˚|Zq ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpZ, S
˚
Zq
The vertical maps θ are quasi-isomorphisms. The lower map is a quasi-isomorphism, since it is
induced from the map S˚|Z Ñ S
˚
Z , which is a map of c-soft resolutions of Z on Z. The assertion
hence follows.
The dual of the map in the proposition, DpSˇ˚pZqq Ñ DpSˇ˚pX,Uqq, is also a quasi-
isomorphism.
We wish to generalize the results in the previous section to the case of supported cap
product. Let u be an element of SppX,Uq with du “ 0, and we shall produce the cap product
map
Yu : Sˇ˚´ppZq Ñ Sˇ˚pXq
in the derived category. The first step is to replace Sˇ˚´ppZq with a quasi-isomorphic com-
plex Sˇ˚´ppX,Uq. The second step is to replace Sˇ˚´ppX,Uq and Sˇ˚pXq respectively, by quasi-
isomorphic complexes we now introduce:
(5.2) Definition. Let
Sˇ˚pX,Uq6 :“ ConerSˇ˚pUqX Ñ Sˇ
˚pXqs .
The short exact sequence of complexes
0Ñ Sˇ˚pUqX Ñ Sˇ
˚pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pX,Uq Ñ 0
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induces a surjective quasi-isomorphism Sˇ˚pX,Uq6 ։ Sˇ˚pX,Uq. Its dual DpSˇ˚pX,Uqq ãÑ
DpSˇ˚pX,Uq6q is also a quasi-isomorphism.
Let
Sˇ˚pXq6 :“ ConerSˇ˚
0
pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pXqs
where Sˇ˚0 pXq “ S
˚
0 pXqX Sˇ
˚pXq as in the proof of (4.1). Since the subcomplex Sˇ˚0 pXq is acyclic,
the inclusion induces an injective quasi-isomorphism
Sˇ˚pXq ãÑ Sˇ˚pXq6 .
Its dual DpSˇ˚pXq6q։ DpSˇ˚pXqq is also a quasi-isomorphism.
Supported cap product for locally finite singular homology. For an element u P
SppX,Uq with du “ 0, cup product with u
Yu : Sˇ˚´ppXq Ñ Sˇ˚pXq
is a map of complexes, and we claim that it maps the subcomplex Sˇ˚´ppUqX into Sˇ
˚
0
pXq. Indeed,
if v P S˚´ppX,X ´ Kq for K Ă U , then v Y u is zero on X ´ K and on U , and tX ´ K,Uu
covers X . We thus have an induced map of complexes
Yu : Sˇ˚´ppX,Uq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pXq6 .
Let
Xu : DpSˇ˚pXq6q Ñ DpSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6q
be its dual; as in §4 this is defined by the formula ă f X u, v ą“ p´1q|f |¨|u| ă f, u Y v ą. We
obtain a diagram of complexes
DpSˇ˚pXqq Ð DpSˇ˚pXq6q
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6q Ð DpSˇ˚´ppX,Uqq Ð DpSˇ˚´ppZqqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
S˜˚pXq S˜˚´ppZq .
All the maps except Xu are quasi-isomorphisms. Inverting some of the quasi-isomorphisms, we
obtain a map in the derived category, still denoted Xu,
S˜˚pXq Ñ S˜˚´ppZq ,
and the induced map Xu : H lfm pXq Ñ H
lf
m´ppZq. This is the supported cap product for locally
finite singular homology.
This operation has compatibility with inclusions of closed sets Z. Let Z 1 be a closed subset
of X containing Z, and let U 1 “ X ´ Z 1. Then the element u P SppX,Uq may be viewed as
an element of SppX,U 1q, so we have a map Yu : Sˇ˚´ppX,U 1q6 Ñ Sˇ˚pXq6, and it is compatible
with Yu : Sˇ˚´ppX,Uq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pXq6 via the natural map Sˇ˚´ppX,U 1q6 Ñ Sˇ˚´ppX,Uq6; thus the
induced map Xu : DpSˇ˚pXq6q Ñ DpSˇ˚´ppX,U 1q6q is also compatible with the map Xu to
DpSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6q via the map DpSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6q Ñ DpSˇ˚´ppX,U 1q6q. Thus the diagram in the
derived category
S˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppZq
}
§§đ
S˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppZ
1q
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commutes, and it induces a commutative diagram on homology.
We now relate the upper sequence of maps in the above diagram to the sheaf theoretic cap
product.
1. The map θ : Sˇ˚pXq Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q extends to θ : Sˇ˚pXq6 Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q by setting θ to be
zero on Sˇ˚
0
pXq.
2. One has the quasi-isomorphism θ : Sˇ˚pX,Uq Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q{ΓcpU, S
˚q; composing with
Sˇ˚pX,Uq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pX,Uq, we obtain a quasi-isomorphism θ : Sˇ˚pX,Uq6 Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q{ΓcpU, S
˚q.
Thus we have a commutative diagram
ΓcpX, S
˚q
Yθpuq
Ð´ ´´ ΓcpX, S
˚´pq{ΓcpU, S
˚´pq
θÕ
İ§§θ
İ§§θ
Sˇ˚pXq ãÑ Sˇ˚pXq6
Yu
Ð´ ´´ Sˇ˚´ppX,Uq6
(the commutativity of the right square is straightforward from the definitions). The dual of θ :
Sˇ˚pX,Uq6 Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q{ΓcpU, S
˚q is a quasi-isomorphism θ1 : ΓZpX,DpS
˚qq Ñ DpSˇ˚pX,Uq6 q.
Thus taking dual of the above diagram we obtain a commutative diagram
ΓpX,DpS˚q q
Xθpuq
´´ Ñ´ ΓZpX,DpS
˚´pq q
θ1Ö
§§đθ1
§§đθ1
DpSˇ˚pXq q Ð´ ´´ DpSˇ˚pXq6q
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚pX,Uq6q .
3. From (5.1), we have a commutative square
ΓcpZ, S
˚q{ΓcpU, S
˚q ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpZ, S
˚
Zqİ§§θ
İ§§θ
Sˇ˚pX,Uq6 ´´ Ñ´ Sˇ˚pZq
hence also another commutative square
ΓZpX,DpS
˚´pqq Ð´ ´´ ΓpZ,DpS˚´pZ qq§§đθ1
§§đθ1
DpSˇ˚pXq6q Ð´ ´´ DpSˇ˚´ppZqq
with all maps quasi-isomorphisms.
We have established the following theorem.
(5.3) Theorem. There is a commutative diagram of complexes
ΓpX,DpS˚qq
Xθpuq
´´ Ñ´ ΓZpX,DpS
˚´pqq Ð´ ´´ ΓpZ,DpS˚´pZ qq
θ1Ö
§§đθ1
§§đθ1
§§đθ1
DpSˇ˚pXqq Ð DpSˇ˚pXq6q
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6q Ð´ ´´ DpSˇ˚´ppZqqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
S˜˚pXq S˜˚´ppZq ,
p5.3.aq
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in which all the arrows, except the two horizontal maps Xu, are quasi-isomorphisms. Hence we
have a commutative diagram in the derived category,
ΓpX,DpS˚qq
Xθpuq
´´ Ñ´ ΓpZ,DpS˚´pZ qq§§đθ1
§§đθ1
DpSˇ˚pXqq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚´ppZqqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
S˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppZq .
Here the middle horizontal map Xu : DpSˇ˚pXqq Ñ DpSˇ˚´ppZqq is the map in the derived
category given by the middle row in the previous diagram. It induces a commutative diagram
on homology
HmpXq
Xrθpuqs
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppZq§§đθ1
§§đθ1
HmpDpSˇ
˚pXqq q
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppDpSˇ
˚pZqqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
H lfm pXq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppZq .
with vertical maps isomorphisms.
Thus the sheaf theoretic supported cap product coincides with the supported cap product
for singular homology.
§6. Simplicial supported cap product; comparison to the singular cap product
Let X be an abstract simplicial complex assumed locally finite, countable, and of finite
dimension. The geometric realization |X| will be also written X ; it satisfies the assumption
(**) in §2.
By C˚pXq we denote the complex of ordered simplicial chains, and C
˚pXq its dual (see [Sp.
p.170]). Recall that CmpXq is the free abelian group generated by pv0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vmq, where v0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vm
are vertices of X (repetition allowed) spanning a simplex of dimension ď m. Let C˜˚pXq be the
complex of (locally finite) infinite ordered simplicial chains. We let Cˇ˚pXq Ă C˚pXq denote the
subcomplex of cochains u satisfying the following condition: there exists a finite subcomplex
outside which u vanishes.
There are natural quasi-isomorphisms C˚pXq Ñ S˚pXq, C˜˚pXq Ñ S˜˚pXq and S
˚pXq Ñ
C˚pXq, Sˇ˚pXq Ñ Cˇ˚pXq. The same holds for relative chain and cochain complexes C˚pX, Y q,
C˜˚pX, Y q and S
˚pX, Y q, Sˇ˚pX, Y q (for Y a subcomplex of X).
One has cup and cap product on the simplicial chain and cochain complexes.
‚ Cup product C˚pXq b C˚pXq Ñ C˚pXq, which is compatible with the singular cup
product via the map S˚pXq Ñ C˚pXq.
‚ Cap product C˚pXqbC
˚pXq Ñ C˚pXq, which is compatible with singular cap product.
‚ Cup product Cˇ˚pXq b C˚pXq Ñ Cˇ˚pXq, restriction of the cup product above.
‚ Cap product C˜˚pXq b C
˚pXq Ñ C˜˚pXq, extending the cap product above.
Thus a cocycle u P CppXq induces maps of complexes Xu : C˜˚pXq Ñ C˜˚´ppXq , and Yu :
Cˇ˚´ppXq Ñ Cˇ˚pXq.
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Assumptions. Throughout this section we work under the following assumptions and
notation. Let Z be a subcomplex of X , and U “ X ´ Z be its complement. Denote by
N the closed star of Z, namely the union of simplices meeting Z, and we assume that the
inclusion Z Ă N is a proper deformation retract (this can be so arranged by taking barycentric
subdivision of X twice). Let N c be the subcomplex which is the union of simplices not meeting
Z. Suppose also we are given a cocycle u P SppX,X ´ Zq.
The cocycle u gives a cocycle u P CppX,N cq, thus we have a map
Xu : C˜˚pXq Ñ C˜˚´ppNq .
Also cup product with u gives rise to a map
Yu : Cˇ˚´ppNq Ñ Cˇ˚pXq .
Indeed, there is an exact sequence of complexes 0 Ñ Cˇ˚pX,Nq Ñ Cˇ˚pXq Ñ Cˇ˚pNq Ñ 0, and
if v P Cˇ˚pX,Nq, then v Y u “ 0.
The cocycle u gives a map Y : Sˇ˚´ppX,X ´ Nq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pXq6. Thus we have a diagram of
complexes
Sˇ˚pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pXq6
Yu
Ð´ ´´ Sˇ˚´ppX,X ´Nq6 Ñ Sˇ˚´ppNq§§đρ
§§đρ
Cˇ˚pXq
Yu
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ Cˇ˚´ppNq
in which ρ are the natural maps, and all the maps except the two maps Xu are quasi-
isomorphisms.
(6.1) Proposition. The above diagram induces a commutative diagram on homology.
Proof. Let pw, vq P Sˇm´ppX,X ´ Nq6 “ Sˇm´p`1pX ´ NqX ‘ Sˇ
m´ppXq be a cocycle so that
dw “ 0 and w ` dv “ 0. Its image under the cup product is pw Y u, v Y uq P SˇmpXq6.
Let x P SˇmpXq be a cocycle whose class rxs maps to the class rpw Y u, v Y uqs; there exists
pα, βq P Sˇm´1pXq6 such that
pw Y u, v Y u´ xq “ p´dα, α` dβq .
In particular, v Y u´ x “ α ` dβ.
For the element α P Sˇm
0
pXq, by taking a subdivision of X if necessary, one may assume
ρpαq “ 0 in CˇmpXq. Then we have
ρpv Y uq ´ ρpxq “ dρpβq ,
hence rρpv Y uqs “ rρpxqs, proving the assertion.
For a complex K and its dual DpKq, there is a natural short exact sequence
0Ñ Ext1pH´p`1pKq,Zq Ñ HppDpKq q Ñ HompH´ppKq,Zq Ñ 0
(see [Br, V-(2.3)]). Thus:
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Corollary. The dual of the above diagram
DpSˇ˚pXqq Ð DpSˇ˚pXq6q
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚´ppX,X ´Nq6q Ð DpSˇ˚´ppNqqİ§§ρ1
İ§§ρ1
DpCˇ˚pXqq
Xu
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ DpCˇ˚´ppNqq
commutes on homology. Here we define Xu : DpCˇ˚pXqq Ñ DpCˇ˚´ppNqq to be DpYuq,
To state the next result, we define a map ξ : C˜˚pXq Ñ HompCˇ
˚pXq,Zq Ă DpCˇ˚pXqq,
analogous to the map ξ for S˜˚pXq. For α P C˜mpXq and u P Cˇ
mpXq, let Y be a finite subcomplex
outside which u vanishes. Let W be the closed star of Y , which is also a finite subcomplex. We
take a decomposition α “ α1 ` α2, where α1 P CmpW q, and α
2 “
ř
bσσ P C˜mpXq satisfies that
if bσ ‰ 0, then σ is disjoint from Y . For example, for α “
ř
aσσ, one may take
α1 “
ÿ
σĂW
aσσ, α
2 “
ÿ
σĆW
aσσ .
Let ξpαq P HompCˇmpXq,Zq be given by
ă ξpαq, u ą“ p´1qm ă u, α1 ą .
This is independent of the choice of Y and the decomposition of α, and one verifies that ξ is a
map of complexes. As for the map ξ for S˜˚pXq (cf. (4.3)), we can show:
(6.2) Proposition. For a cocycle u P CppX,N cq, the following square commutes:
DpCˇ˚pXqq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DpCˇ˚´ppNqqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
C˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ C˜˚´ppNq .
We also have, obviously from the definitions,
(6.3) Proposition. The following square commutes, in which the horizontal maps are the
natural maps.
DpCˇ˚pXqq ´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚pXqqİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
C˜˚pXq ´´ Ñ´ S˜˚pXq .
Combining propositions (6.1)-(6.3) we obtain a diagram in the derived category
S˜˚pXq
ξ
// DpSˇ˚pXqq Xu //DpSˇ˚´ppNqq S˜˚´ppNq
ξ
oo
DpCˇ˚pXqq
OO
Xu // DpCˇ˚´ppNqq
OO
C˜˚pXq
OO
ξ
99sssssssssss
// C˜˚´ppNq
ξ
ff◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆
OO
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in which the interior square induces a commutative diagram on homology, and the other three
squares commute. We conclude:
(6.4) Theorem. For a cocycle u P SppX,X´Zq, the following diagram in the derived category
S˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppNqİ§§ρ
İ§§ρ
C˜˚pXq
Xu
´´ Ñ´ C˜˚´ppNq
induces on homology a commutative square
H lfm pXq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppNqİ§§ρ
İ§§ρ
HmpC˜˚pXqq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppC˜˚pNqq .
Thus the singular supported cap product coincides with the simplicial supported cap product via
the isomorphism H lfm pXq “ HmpC˜˚pXqq.
We now compare the singular supported cap product Xu : H lfm pXq Ñ H
lf
m´ppZq to the
simplicial supported cap product (to be defined shortly). By the compatibility of cap product
with inclusions of Z (see §5) the diagram
H lfm pXq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppZq
}
§§đ
H lfm pXq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppNq
commutes. Since Z Ă N is a proper deformation retract, one has H lf˚ pZq
„
Ñ H lf˚ pNq.
For simplicial homology, the composition of the maps
HmpC˜˚pXqq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´Hm´ppC˜˚pNqq
–
Ð´ ´´ Hm´ppC˜˚pZqq
will be also written Xrus.
We have a diagram of abelian groups
H lfm pXq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppNq
–
Ð´ ´´ H lfm´ppZqİ§§
İ§§
İ§§
HmpC˜˚pXqq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppC˜˚pNqq
–
Ð´ ´´ Hm´ppC˜˚pZqq
where the left square commutes by the theorem above, and the right square obviously commutes.
It follows:
(6.5) Theorem. The following square commutes:
H lfm pXq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppZqİ§§ρ
İ§§ρ
HmpC˜˚pXqq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppC˜˚pZqq .
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In particular, the simplicial supported cap product is independent of the choice of a trian-
gulation of the locally compact Hausdorff space X satisfying (**) in §3, as long as X has a
triangulation satisfying the required assumptions.
§7. Borel-Moore homology of pairs of spaces
Borel-Moore homology of pairs of spaces and supported cap product. Let X be
a locally compact Hausdorff space satisfying (**) in §3. Let Y be a locally contractible closed
set of X , and i : Y Ñ X be the inclusion. As discussed in §5, there is a canonical map of
S˚|Y “ i
˚S˚ Ñ S˚Y , which is a map of c-soft resolutions of Z on Y .
(7.1) Lemma. The map S˚|Y Ñ S
˚
Y is surjective and equipped with a canonical section. (The
section is not a map of complexes.)
Proof. Assume that P , Q are presheaves on X and Y , respectively, and h : P Ñ i˚Q is a map
of presheaves with a section s : i˚Q Ñ P (h ˝ s “ id). Then one has by adjunction a map of
presheaves on Y
h : i´1P Ñ Q with section s
(i´1P denotes the presheaf pull-back) so an induced map of sheaves on Y
h : i˚P˜ Ñ Q˜ with section s .
(P˜ denotes the associated sheaf).
We apply this to singular cochain presheaves on X and Y , P “ Sp and Q “ SpY , and the
restriction map h : P “ Sp Ñ i˚S
p
Y . There is a canonical section to h given by extension by
zero, so we obtain the assertion.
By the lemma, any additive functor applied to S˚|Y Ñ S
˚
Y gives a surjective map. In
particular the induced map α : ΓcpX, S
˚q Ñ ΓcpY, S
˚
Y q is also surjective. Thus its dual
ΓpY,DpS˚Y q q Ñ ΓpX,DpS
˚q q
is an injection. By definition the Borel-Moore homology of the pair pX, Y q is the homology of
the quotient complex:
HmpX, Y ;Zq “ HmpX, Y q :“ HmpΓpX,DpS
˚q q{ΓpY,DpS˚Y qq q .
One can show that this coincides with the definition using the injective resolution in [Br, V].
Let Z be another locally contractible closed set of X . Generalizing the construction in §2,
we shall produce the supported cap product map
HmpX, Y q bH
p
ZpXq Ñ Hm´ppZ,Z X Y q .
In general, if L˚ and M˚ are complexes of c-soft sheaves on X , and h : L˚ Ñ M˚ is a
map of complexes, we have the induced map h˚ : DpL
˚q Ñ DpM˚q by functoriality. If L˚ has
associative product L˚ b L˚ Ñ L˚, similarly for M˚, and h is compatible with product, then
we have cap product DpL˚q bL˚ Ñ DpL˚q and similarly for M˚; for sections f of DpM˚q and
s of L˚, one verifies the identity (“projection formula”)
h˚pfq X s “ h˚pf X hpsqq .
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Applying this to the map S˚ Ñ i˚S
˚
Y , we have maps
DpS˚q b S˚
X
´´ Ñ´ DpS˚qİ§§h˚
§§đh
İ§§h˚
i˚DpS
˚
Y q b S
˚
Y
X
´´ Ñ´ DpS˚Y q ,
satisfying projection formula, thus the cap product map from §2
X : ΓpX,DpS˚qq b ΓZpX, S
˚q Ñ ΓZpX,DpS
˚qq
sends ΓpY,DpS˚Y qq b ΓZpX, S
˚q into ΓZXY pY,DpS
˚
Y qq, so that we have the induced map
X :
ΓpX,DpS˚qq
ΓpY,DpS˚Y qq
b ΓZpX, S
˚q Ñ
ΓZpX,DpS
˚qq
ΓZXY pY,DpS˚Y qq
.
We further have
ΓZpX,DpS
˚qq
ΓZXY pY,DpS˚Y qq
“
ΓpZ,DpS˚|Zqq
ΓpZ X Y,DpS˚Y |ZXY qq
Ð
ΓpZ,DpS˚Zqq
ΓpZ X Y,DpS˚ZXY qq
.
The first equality follows from [Br-V-(5.5)]. The second map, induced from quasi-isomorphisms
such as ΓpZ,DpS˚Zqq Ñ ΓpZ,DpS
˚|Zqq, is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus on cohomology we have
the map HmpX, Y q bH
p
ZpXq Ñ Hm´ppZ,Z X Y q as desired.
Singular homology of pairs and supported cap product. In §5 we have defined the
supported cap product on the locally finite singular homology, which we now generalize to the
case of locally finite singular homology of the pair pX, Y q.
We set S˜˚pX, Y q “ S˜˚pXq{S˜˚pY q, and define the locally finite relative singular homology
H lfm pX, Y q as its homology.
Recall from §5 that we have Sˇ˚pXq6 :“ ConerSˇ˚
0
pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pXqs, so we also have Sˇ˚pY q6 “
ConerSˇ˚0 pY q Ñ Sˇ
˚pY qs. There is restriction map Sˇ˚pXq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pY q6, and we define
A6 :“ pConerSˇ˚pXq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pY q6sqr´1s .
This is the relative analogue of Sˇ˚pXq6. Defining likewise A :“ pConerSˇ˚pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pY qsqr´1s,
one has maps of complexes
Sˇ˚pX, Y q ãÑ A ãÑ A6
both of which are quasi-isomorphisms.
Writing U “ X ´ Z, we also have from §5 the complex
Sˇ˚pX,Uq6 :“ ConerSˇ˚pUqX Ñ Sˇ
˚pXqs
and also Sˇ˚pY, Y X Uq6 “ ConerSˇ˚pY X UqX Ñ Sˇ
˚pY qs. With restriction map between these,
we can define
B6 :“ pConerSˇ˚pX,Uq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pY, Y X Uq6sqr´1s .
Also letB “ pConerSˇ˚pX,Uq Ñ Sˇ˚pY, YXUqsqr´1s, and C “ pConerSˇ˚pZq Ñ Sˇ˚pZXY qsqr´1s.
We have a chain of quasi-isomorphisms
B6 Ñ B Ñ C Ð Sˇ˚pZ,Z X Y q .
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Given a cocycle u P SppX,X ´ Zq, we have a commutative diagram of complexes
Sˇ˚pXq6
Yu
Ð´ ´´ Sˇ˚´ppX,Uq6§§đ
§§đ
Sˇ˚pY q6
Yu
Ð´ ´´ Sˇ˚´ppY, Y X Uq6
in which the horizontal maps are from §5 and the vertical maps are restrictions; this gives a
map of complexes (with shift in degree) Yu : B6 Ñ A6. Let Xu : DpA6q Ñ DpB6q be its dual.
We have arrived at maps (all maps except cap product are quasi-isomorphisms)
DpSˇ˚pX, Y qq Ð DpAq Ð DpA6q
Xu
´´ Ñ´DpB6q Ð DpCq Ñ DpSˇ˚pZ,Z X Y q q .
We have maps ξ : S˜˚pXq Ñ DpSˇ
˚pXqq and ξ : S˜˚pY q Ñ DpSˇ
˚pY qq which are compatible,
namely the left square in the following diagram commutes.
0Ñ S˜˚pY q ´´ Ñ´ S˜˚pXq ´´ Ñ´ S˜˚pX, Y q Ñ 0§§đξ
§§đξ
§§đξ
0Ñ DpSˇ˚pY qq ´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚pXqq ´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚pX, Y qq Ñ 0 .
The rows are exact; so there is a map ξ : S˜˚pX, Y q Ñ DpSˇ
˚pX, Y qq which makes the diagram
commute, and it is a quasi-isomorphism.
Using the quasi-isomorphisms ξ : S˜˚pX, Y q Ñ DpSˇ
˚pX, Y qq and ξ : S˜˚pZ,Z X Y q Ñ
DpSˇ˚pZ,Z X Y qq, we obtain a map in the derived category
Xu : S˜˚pX, Y q Ñ S˜˚´ppZ,Z X Y q .
On homology this gives a map Xu : H lfm pX, Y q Ñ H
lf
m´ppZ,Z X Y q.
Comparison of supported cap products. We shall generalize Theorem (5.3) to the
case of relative homology H˚pX, Y q. We do so by giving a relative analogue of diagram (5.3.a).
Recall that we had in §5 a commutative diagram
ΓcpX, S
˚q
Yθpuq
Ð´ ´´ ΓcpX, S
˚´pq{ΓcpU, S
˚´pq ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpZ, S
˚
Zq
θÕ
İ§§θ
İ§§θ
İ§§θ
Sˇ˚pXq ãÑ Sˇ˚pXq6
Yu
Ð´ ´´ Sˇ˚´ppX,Uq6 ´´ Ñ´ Sˇ˚pZq ,
pIq
and we construct the relative analogue of this. Associated with pX, Y q we have three commu-
tative squares of complexes (with vertical maps restrictions)
Sˇ˚pXq6
θ
´´ Ñ´ ΓcpX, S
˚q§§đ
§§đ
Sˇ˚pY q6
θ
´´ Ñ´ ΓcpY, S
˚
Y q,
paq
Sˇ˚pX,Uq6
θ
´´ Ñ´ ΓcpX, S
˚q{ΓcpU, S
˚q§§đ
§§đ
Sˇ˚pY, Y X Uq6
θ
´´ Ñ´ ΓcpY, S
˚
Y q{ΓcpY X U, S
˚
Y q,
pbq
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Sˇ˚pZq
θ
´´ Ñ´ ΓcpZ, S
˚
Zq§§đ
§§đ
Sˇ˚pY X Zq
θ
´´ Ñ´ ΓcpY X Z, S
˚
YXZq,
pcq
as well as maps between these squares
paq
Yu
Ð´ ´´ pbq´´ Ñ´pcq .
This may be viewed as a diagram of complexes (for the rest of this section, ConepK Ñ Lq will
be simply written rK Ñ Ls):
rΓcpX, S˚q Ñ ΓcpY, S˚Y qs
Yu
Ð´ ´´ rΓcpX,S
˚´pq
ΓcpU,S˚´pq
Ñ
ΓcpY,S
˚´p
Y
q
ΓcpYXU,S
˚´p
Y
q
s Ñ rΓcpZ, S
˚´p
Z q Ñ ΓcpY X Z, S
˚´p
YXZqsİ§§
İ§§
İ§§
rSˇ˚pXq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pY q6s
Yu
Ð´ ´´ rSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6ÑSˇ˚´ppY,YXUq6s Ñ rSˇ˚´ppZq Ñ Sˇ˚´ppY X Zqs .
This diagram extends to the left by a commutative diagram
rΓcpX, S
˚q Ñ ΓcpY, S
˚
Y qs
θÕ
İ§§θ
rSˇ˚pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pY q s ´´ Ñ´ rSˇ˚pXq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pY q6s .
The extended diagram is the relative analogue of pIq.
The upper part of the digram (5.3.a) is obtained by taking the dual of pIq. For the relative
analogue, we shift each term in pIq by r´1s and dualize. We obtain a commutative diagram:
ΓpX,DpS˚qqrel
Xθpuq
´´ Ñ´ ΓZpX,DpS
˚´pqqrel Ð´ ´´ ΓpZ,DpS˚´pZ qq
rel
θ1Ö
§§đθ1
§§đθ1
§§đθ1
DpSˇ˚pXqqrel Ð DpSˇ˚pXq6qrel
Xu
´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6qrel Ð´ ´´ DpSˇ˚´ppZqqrel .
Here each term represents the appropriate relative analogue of the corresponding term in (5.3.a);
specifically they are
DpSˇ˚pXqqrel “ DprSˇ˚pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pY q sr´1sq – rDSˇ˚pY q Ñ DSˇ˚pXq s ,
DpSˇ˚pXq6qrel “ DprSˇ˚pXq6 Ñ Sˇ˚pY q6sr´1sq – rDSˇ˚pY q6 Ñ DSˇ˚pXq6s ,
DpSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6qrel “ DprSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6 Ñ Sˇ˚´ppY, Y X Uq6sr´1sq – rDSˇ˚´ppY, Y X Uq6 Ñ DSˇ˚´ppX,Uq6s ,
and
ΓpX,DpS˚qqrel “ DprΓcpX, S
˚q Ñ ΓcpY, S
˚
Y qsq – rΓpY,DpS
˚
Y qq Ñ ΓpX,DpS
˚qqsr´1sq ,
ΓZpX,DpS
˚´pqqrel “ DprΓcpX,S
˚´pq
ΓcpU,S˚´pq
Ñ
ΓcpY,S
˚´p
Y
q
ΓcpYXU,S
˚´p
Y
q
sr´1sq – rΓYXZpY,DpS
˚´p
Y qq Ñ ΓZpX,DpS
˚´pqqs ,
ΓpZ,DpS˚´pZ qq
rel “ DprSˇ˚´ppZq Ñ Sˇ˚´ppY X Zqsr´1sq – rDSˇ˚´ppY X Zq Ñ DSˇ˚´ppZqs .
We have used the fact (proven below) that, for u : K Ñ L a map of complexes, there exists a
functorial isomorphism DprK Ñ Lsr´1sq
„
Ñ rDpLq Ñ DpKqs.
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Also, there is a quasi-isomorphism ξ from the complex rS˜˚pY q Ñ S˜˚pXqs to rDSˇ
˚pY q Ñ
DSˇ˚pXqs, given by the commutative square
S˜˚pXq
ξ
´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚pXqqİ§§
İ§§
S˜˚pY q
ξ
´´ Ñ´ DpSˇ˚pY qq .
Letting S˜˚pXq
rel “ rS˜˚pY q Ñ S˜˚pXqs, this is a map S˜˚pXq
rel Ñ DpSˇ˚pXqqrel. Similarly there
is a map ξ from the relative analogue of S˜˚pZq to the relative analogue of DpSˇ
˚pZqq. Comple-
menting with these maps, we have constructed a commutative diagram, which is the relative
analogue of (5.3.a). The leftmost part of it, ΓpX,DpS˚qqrel Ñ DpSˇ˚pXqqrel Ð S˜˚pXq
rel, induces
on homology an isomorphism HmpX, Y q Ñ H
lf
m pX, Y q.
Let u : K Ñ L be map of complexes, and we give an isomorphism DprK Ñ Lsr´1sq
„
Ñ
rDpLq
´u1
´´ Ñ´DpKqs. For another complex M , one has the induced map of complexes
u1 “ Hompu,Mq : HompL,Mq Ñ HompK,Mq .
Then there is an isomorphism of complexes
HompConepuq,Mq
„
Ñ Conep´u1qr´1s
given as follows. The degree n parts are respectively HomnpConepuq,Mq “ Homn´1pK,Mq ‘
HomnpL,Mq, p pConep´u1qqr´1s qn “ HomnpL,Mq ‘ Homn´1pK,Mq, and the map is given by
HomnpConepuq,Mq Q pg, hq ÞÑ ph, p´1qngq P pConen´1p´u1q qn .
Also, there is an isomorphism
HompKr´1s, Lq
„
Ñ HompK,Lqr1s
given on HomnpKr´1s, Lq “ Homn`1pK,Lq “ pHompK,Lqqqn by multiplication by p´1qn`1.
Composition of these gives an isomorphism
HomppConepuqqr´1s,Mq
„
Ñ Conep´u1q .
In particular, we have (with our notation rK Ñ Ls)
DprK Ñ Lsr´1sq
„
Ñ rDpLq
´u1
´´ Ñ´DpKqs .
We have proven:
(7.2) Theorem. There is a relative analogue of the commutative diagram (5.3.a) in (5.3), in
which each term is replaced with its relative analogue. As a consequence we have a commutative
diagram
HmpX, Y q
Xrθpuqs
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppZ,Z X Y q§§đ
§§đ
H lfm pX, Y q
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppZ,Z X Y q .
with vertical maps canonical isomorphisms.
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Comparison to simplicial cap product. One can generalize all the results of §6 to the
relative setting. Let X be a simplicial complex and Z a subcomplex, satisfying the assumptions
in §6. We also assume given another subcomplex Y of X , and a cocycle u P SppX,X ´ Zq.
Let N be the closed star of Z in X , and N 1 is the closed star of Y X Z in Y ; we assume
Z Ă N and Y X Z Ă Y are proper deformation retract.
One has maps
Xu : C˜˚pX, Y q Ñ C˜˚´ppN,N
1q
and
Yu : Cˇ˚´ppN,N 1q Ñ Cˇ˚pX, Y q .
Thus the cap product HmpC˜˚pX, Y qq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´Hm´ppC˜˚pN,N
1qq
–
Ð´ ´´ Hm´ppC˜˚pZ, Y X Zqq is in-
duced.
It will suit us better to work with the complexes
C˜˚pXq
rel :“ ConerC˜˚pY q Ñ C˜˚pXqs , C˜˚pNq
rel :“ ConerC˜˚pNq Ñ C˜˚pN
1qs ,
and the map Xu : C˜˚pXq
rel Ñ C˜˚´ppNq
rel, which coincide up to quasi-isomorphism with the
relative cap product above. Similarly with Cˇ˚pXqrel :“ pConerCˇ˚pXq Ñ Cˇ˚pY qsqr´1s etc., the
relative cup product may be replaced with Yu : Cˇ˚´ppNqrel Ñ Cˇ˚pXqrel.
One has relative analogues of Sˇ˚pXq, Sˇ˚pXq6, and so on, and a relative analogue of the
diagram just before (6.1):
Sˇ˚pXqrel Ñ pSˇ˚pXq6qrel
Yu
Ð´ ´´ pSˇ˚´ppX,X ´Nq6qrel Ñ Sˇ˚´ppNqrel§§đρ
§§đρ
Cˇ˚pXqrel
Yu
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ Cˇ˚´ppNqrel
One shows that this induces a commutative diagram on homology, the proof being the same
as for (6.1). We also have the relative analogues of (6.2) and (6.3), hence deduce the relative
analogue of (6.4):
(7.3) Theorem. For a cocycle u P SppX,X´Zq, the following diagram in the derived category
S˜˚pX, Y q
Xu
´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppN,N
1qİ§§ρ
İ§§ρ
C˜˚pX, Y q
Xu
´´ Ñ´ C˜˚´ppN,N
1q
induces on homology a commutative square (with vertical maps isomorphisms)
H lfm pX, Y q
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ H lfm´ppN,N
1qİ§§ρ
İ§§ρ
HmpC˜˚pX, Y qq
Xrus
´´ Ñ´ Hm´ppC˜˚pN,N
1qq .
One also has the relative analogue of (6.5).
The localization isomorphism and cap product. In the rest of this section, we study
the canonical isomorphism H˚pX, Y q – H˚pX ´ Y q (both for Borel-Moore and locally finite)
and its compatibility with cap product.
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For an open set U of X , let
S˜˚pUqX “ limÐÝ
KPCptpUq
S˚pX,X ´Kq,
the inverse limit of the complexes S˚pX,X´Kq. The natural maps S˚pU, U´Kq Ñ S˚pX,X´
Kq induces a map S˜˚pUq Ñ S˜˚pUqX . Also there is a natural map S˜˚pXq Ñ S˜˚pUqX .
(7.4) Proposition. The map S˜˚pUq Ñ S˜˚pUqX is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus the maps
S˜˚pXq Ñ S˜˚pUqX Ð S˜˚pUq induce on homology a map H
lf
m pXq Ñ H
lf
m pUq.
Proof. Each map S˚pU, U´Kq Ñ S˚pX,X´Kq is a quasi-isomorphism by the excision theorem.
There is an increasing sequence of compact sets of U
K1 Ă K2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨
such that Kn Ă IntpKn`1q and YKn “ U . (For example see [Br 2], Theorem 12.11 and its
proof.) Then tC
pnq
˚ “ S˚pX,X ´ Knquně1 is an inverse system of complexes with surjective
transition maps. One thus has an exact sequence
0Ñ limÐÝ
n
1Hm`1pC
pnq
˚ q Ñ HmplimÐÝ
n
Cpnq˚ q Ñ limÐÝ
n
HmpC
pnq
˚ q Ñ 0 .
The same holds for the inverse system of complexes tS˚pU, U´Knquně1, so there results another
short exact sequence. Comparing the two short exact sequences we obtain the assertion.
Let now Y be closed, locally contractible subspace of X , and set U “ X ´ Y for the rest of
this section. There is an induced map S˜˚pX, Y q Ñ S˜˚pUqX , thus a map H
lf
m pX, Y q Ñ H
lf
m pUq.
Dually, define the complex Sˇ˚pX, Y q to be the kernel of the surjection Sˇ˚pXq Ñ Sˇ˚pY q, and
let Hpc pX, Y q its cohomology. One has Sˇ
˚pUqX Ă Sˇ
˚pX, Y q (the complex Sˇ˚pUqX was defined
in a previous section).
Recall that there is a map of complexes θ : Sˇ˚pXq Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q; we examine its compatibility
with inclusions of open sets.
(7.5) Lemma. The diagram of complexes
ΓcpU, S
˚q
j!ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ΓcpX, S
˚qİ§§θ
İ§§θ
Sˇ˚pUq Ð Sˇ˚pUqX ãÑ Sˇ
˚pXq
commutes. (j! is the extension by zero associated with inclusion j : U Ñ X.)
Proof. It is enough to show that for K P CptpUq the square
ΓcpU, S
˚q
j!´´ Ñ´ ΓcpX, S
˚qİ§§θ
İ§§θ
S˚pU, U ´Kq Ð´ ´´ S˚pX,X ´Kq
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commutes, namely for u P SppX,X ´Kq,
j!pθpu|Uq q “ θpuq .
The element θpu|Uq, thus j!pθpu|Uq q also, has support contained in K; the element θpuq also
has support in K. It is thus enough to show that the restrictions to U coincide, namely
θpu|Uq “ θpuq|U , but this is obvious.
(7.6) Proposition. There is a commutative diagram of complexes
ΓcpU, S
˚q ÝÝÝÑ Kerrα : ΓcpX, S
˚q Ñ ΓcpY, S
˚
Y qsİ§§θ
İ§§θ
Sˇ˚pUq Ð Sˇ˚pUqX Ñ Sˇ
˚pX, Y q
in which all arrows are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. By Lemma (7.1), α is surjective. In the following diagram the rows are exact, the right
square is commutative, and β is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus there exists a unique map γ as
indicated which makes the diagram commute, and it is a quasi-isomorphism.
0Ñ ΓcpU, S
˚q ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpX, S
˚q ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpY, S
˚q Ñ 0§§đγ
§§đid
§§đβ
0Ñ Kerα ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpX, S
˚q ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpY, S
˚
Y q Ñ 0
We also have a diagram of complexes, with rows exact and the the second and third vertical
maps quasi-isomorphisms.
0Ñ Kerα ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpX, S
˚q ´´ Ñ´ ΓcpY, S
˚
Y q Ñ 0İ§§θ
İ§§θ
İ§§θ
0Ñ Sˇ˚pX, Y q ´´ Ñ´ Sˇ˚pXq ´´ Ñ´ Sˇ˚pY q Ñ 0 .
Thus there is induced a map θ : Sˇ˚pX, Y q Ñ Kerα, which is also a quasi-isomorphism. We
hence obtain the diagram as stated, the commutativity of which follows from (7.5).
(7.7) Theorem. One has a commutative diagram, with all maps quasi-isomorphisms:
ΓpU,DpS˚q q Ð ΓpX,DpS˚q q{ΓpY,DpS˚Y q q§§đθ1
§§đθ1
DpSˇ˚pUqq Ñ DpSˇ˚pUqXq Ð DpSˇ
˚pX, Y q qİ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
İ§§ξ
S˜˚pUq Ñ S˜˚pUqX Ð S˜˚pX, Y q .
p7.7.aq
Thus we have a commutative diagram of isomorphisms
HmpX, Y q
„
Ñ HmpX ´ Y q§§đ
§§đ
H lfm pX, Y q
„
Ñ H lfm pX ´ Y q .
p7.7.bq
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We shall show that diagram (7.7.b) is compatible with cap product. This will follow if we
verify that diagram (7.7.a) is compatible with cap product. Each complex in (7.7.a), except
S˜˚pUqX and DpSˇ
˚pUqXq, has cap product.
Let u be a closed element of SppXq. One has a map of complexes,
Xu : S˜˚pX,X ´Kq Ñ S˜˚´ppX,X ´Kq , K P CptpUq ,
and passing to inverse limit we get
Xu : S˜˚pUqX Ñ S˜˚´ppUqX .
The maps Xu are compatible with maps S˜˚pUq Ñ S˜˚pUqX Ð S˜˚pX, Y q, which means the
commutativity of the following diagram:
S˜˚pUq ´´ Ñ´ S˜˚pUqX Ð´ ´´ S˜˚pX, Y q§§đXu
§§đXu
§§đXu
S˜˚´ppUq ´´ Ñ´ S˜˚´ppUqX Ð´ ´´ S˜˚´ppX, Y q .
Similarly there is cup product
Yu : Sˇ˚´ppUqX Ñ Sˇ
˚pUqX ,
obtained from Yu : S˚´ppX,X ´Kq Ñ S˚pX,X ´Kq, K P CptpUq by passing to direct limit;
taking the dual we get
Xu : DpSˇ˚pUqX q Ñ DpSˇ
˚´ppUqX q .
The cap product maps are compatible via the maps DpSˇ˚pUq q Ñ DpSˇ˚pUqX q Ð DpSˇ
˚pX, Y q q.
Further cap product is also compatible with the three maps ξ such as S˜˚pUq Ñ DpSˇ
˚pUq q;
this is shown by an argument as in (4.3).
For the extension by zero map j! : ΓcpU, S
˚q Ñ ΓcpX, S
˚q, if t P ΓpX, S˚q and s P ΓcpU, S
˚q,
one has j!psY j
˚tq “ pj!sqY t. It follows that the cap product Xt is compatible with restriction
to U , ΓpX,DpS˚q q Ñ ΓpU,DpS˚q q. We have shown:
(7.8) Theorem. Diagram (7.7.a) is compatible with cap product. Therefore the isomorphisms
in (7.7.b) are compatible with cap product.
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